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Abstract The majority of navigation satellites receivers

operate on a single frequency and experience a positioning

error due to the ionospheric delay. This can be compen-

sated for using a variety of approaches that are compared in

this paper. The study focuses on the last solar maximum. A

4D tomographic imaging technique is used to map the

ionospheric electron density over the European region

during 2002 and 2003. The electron density maps are then

used to calculate the excess propagation delay on the L1

frequency experienced by GPS receivers at selected loca-

tions across Europe. The excess delay is applied to correct

the pseudo-range single frequency observations at each

location and the improvements to the resulting positioning

are calculated. The real-time tomographic technique is

shown to give navigation solutions that are better than

empirical modelling methods and approach the accuracy of

the full dual-frequency solution. The improvements in

positioning accuracy vary from day to day depending on

ionospheric conditions but can be up to 25 m during mid-

day during these solar maximum conditions at European

mid-latitudes.

Keywords Ionosphere � GPS

Introduction

The largest single source of positioning error to single-

frequency Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers is

due to the unknown excess delay of the signal as it pro-

pagates through the ionosphere. There are two methods to

compensate for the delay. The first is to use a model that

represents the expected ionospheric delay, for example the

Klobuchar (1987) model or the International Reference

Ionosphere (IRI) model (Bilitza 2001). An alternative

approach is to implement real-time mapping and to trans-

mit this information to the navigation user.

The idea to map the ionosphere in real time to make

corrections has been studied and implemented in various

regions of the world. The Wide Area Augmentation System

(WAAS) is available in North America, European Geo-

stationary Navigation Overlay System (EGNOS) is the

European system, while Multi-functional Satellite Aug-

mentation System (MSAS) operates in Asia. In the case of

the Klobuchar (1987) model the ionospheric information is

sent on the navigation satellite signals, whereas for the

real-time mapping the information is sent regionally via a

geostationary satellite broadcasting on GPS frequencies.

Such real-time mapping systems are expected to offer

greater accuracy over models but they do require infra-

structure in the form of a network of dual-frequency

receivers over the area of interest. Each of the current real-

time ionospheric correction systems uses the concept of

approximating the ionosphere to a delay at a single height

in the ionosphere (thin shell model). An alternative con-

cept, tomographic imaging, is a medical imaging technique

to create images of a parameter from integrated measure-

ments. It is useful for ionospheric mapping because it

allows the depth field of the object to be correctly repre-

sented; the ionosphere has a depth of several hundred
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kilometres. The representation of the ionospheric delay in

the form of electron density images allows more accurate

calculation of the slant delay from a particular location

than is possible from a shell approximation (Meggs and

Mitchell 2006). A comprehensive review of ionospheric

imaging is given by Bust and Mitchell (2008). Ionospheric

mapping has already successfully been used for dual fre-

quency GPS carrier-phase positioning over long baselines

(Hernández-Pajares et al. 2000).

The aim of this paper is to test the navigation accuracy

that could be achieved using tomographic images of elec-

tron density to correct for the unknown excess delay on

single frequency signals. This is demonstrated through a

series of comparisons between navigation calculations that

are each performed using a different approach to the ion-

ospheric corrections: (1) no correction (2) Klobuchar

model (3) IRI model (4) forecast imaging (5) near-real-

time imaging (6) dual frequency receiver. The distinction

between the forecast and the near real time imaging is to

compare different latencies to allow for the data collation,

calculations and transmission essential for the implemen-

tation of a correction system. The dual-frequency result is a

benchmark that shows the best position that can be

achieved at that instant without time averaging.

Method

This study covers several days: all the days of 2002 and

from 21 October to 4 November 2003, showing diurnal and

seasonal changes over a solar maximum year and a major

storm period.

GPS receivers from four different sites in mainland

Europe were used to test the six different methods. Each

receiver recorded dual frequency data in Receiver Inde-

pendent Exchange Format (RINEX) format at a sampling

period of 30 s. This is much longer than the 1 s sampling

period normally used for real-time positioning but is suf-

ficient to compare the ionospheric corrections. The

locations of these test sites are shown as red 9 marks in

Fig. 1. The green ? marks in Fig. 1 show the locations of

dual frequency GPS receivers that were used in the

tomographic imaging to create the ionospheric corrections

for methods 4 and 5.

The satellite positions were calculated from the precise

ephemerides obtained from the International GNSS Service

(IGS). These were interpolated using a four-harmonic

interpolation applied to 2-h of the orbit to achieve an

accuracy of 0.25 m in the satellite position. Satellite spe-

cific clock biases were obtained from the IGS and linear

interpolation was used to estimate their values at the

appropriate times. In order to implement calculations for

the single-frequency positioning with no ionospheric

correction the P1 code was extracted from the RINEX file.

Corrections were made for the Sagnac effect and the

satellite relativistic clock bias in accordance with Ashby

and Spilker (1995). The tropospheric delays were estimated

from receiver altitude and satellite elevation using the

approach of Spilker (1994). These corrections resulted in a

set of partially corrected pseudorange observations for each

site at the sample rate of the IGS data, 30 s. The receiver

position was then calculated using a least-squares estimate

applied to the corrected pseudorange observations. At this

stage no account was taken of the ionosphere and thus this

constituted the first method, the results of which are

labelled ‘uncorrected’. The five remaining approaches,

each accounting for the ionosphere are now described

below.

The second method was to use the Klobuchar model,

currently broadcast in the form of coefficients over the

GPS L1 signal. The model represents the global iono-

sphere into eight coefficients that can be used by a

receiver based algorithm to make real-time corrections to

the signal pseudoranges. The results from this model are

labelled ‘Klobuchar’. The third method was to use the IRI

2001 model (labelled ‘IRI2001’). This provides a full 3D

description of the electron density on a global scale

assuming knowledge of the date, time and solar output.

This model is not currently used for GPS ionospheric

corrections on a real-time basis although it could be

applied to the system if the model were embedded into a

GPS receiver and coefficients were broadcast. The iono-

spheric corrections were calculated using a forward

integration through the model along slant paths to estimate

the ionospheric delay to the L1 signal. The fourth method

was to use a real-time mapping tomographic algorithm

known as Multi Instrument Data Analysis System

(MIDAS). The version of the algorithm described in
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Fig. 1 Location of the test sites (9 ) and sites used for imaging (?)
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Mitchell and Spencer (2003) was implemented here with

upgrades described in Spencer and Mitchell (2007). The

input data came from dual frequency receivers. Their

distribution across and around Europe, shown in Fig. 1, is

representative of those available in near-real time. A

forecast to real-time (up to 40 min ahead) was then

implemented using algorithms described in Dear (2007).

These results are labelled ‘40min forecast’. For further

comparison a non-forecasted near-real-time result is

shown, labelled ‘near real-time’.

Ionospheric maps

The same grid was used for the IRI model, the MIDAS

tomography and the 40 min forecast. The area of coverage

was extended far beyond the boundaries of Europe to allow

the calculation of the (TEC) even for low elevation rays.

The grid was centered at 50�N 15�E, allowing for a similar

pixel size and shape to cover the area of study (Spencer and

Mitchell 2007). The ranges were in latitude from -44� to

?44� (west to east) in steps of 4�, in longitude from -44�
to ?44� (south to north) in steps of 4� and in altitude from

100 to 1,500 km in steps of 50 km.

The vertical basis functions used for the MIDAS

inversions were three empirical orthonormal functions

computed from a range of Epstein functions. The inver-

sions were stabilised with a set of regularisation factors

preventing departure from a linear gradient.

Pseudoranges

Ionospheric delay

The notations used here follow from Mannucci et al.

(1999).

Klobuchar (1996) derives I f-2 the ionospheric group

delay or phase advance in metres, with f the frequency of

the signal in hertz, $N dl the TEC in electrons per square

meter, and I the ionospheric delay term in meter per square

second:

I f�2 ¼ 40:3f�2

Z
N dl ð1aÞ

or I ¼ 40:3

Z
N dl ð1bÞ

Equation 1a shows the ionospheric delay can be calculated

if the TEC is known, or measured if pseudorange obser-

vations are available for at least two frequencies.

The dual-frequency position is computed from iono-

sphere-free pseudoranges, here called P0. It is itself

computed from four observables P1, P2, L1 and L2 as

explained below.

P1 and P2 are the pseudoranges from the precise P-code.

L1 and L2 are the recorded carrier phases of the signal

converted to distance units. Expressing P1 and P2 with P0, I

f-2 and e the noise:

P1 ¼ P0 þ I f�2
1 þ �1 ð2aÞ

P2 ¼ P0 þ I f�2
2 þ �2 ð2bÞ

and expressing L1 and L2 with P0, I f-2, n the integer

ambiguity and k the carrier wavelength:

L1 ¼ P0 � I f�2
1 þ n1k1 ð3aÞ

L2 ¼ P0 � I f�2
2 þ n2k2 ð3bÞ

gives two expressions for I:

P1 � P2

f�2
1 � f�2

2

¼ I þ �1 � �2

f�2
1 � f�2

2

ð4aÞ

L1 � L2

f�2
1 � f�2

2

¼ �I þ n1k1 � n2k2

f�2
1 � f�2

2

ð4bÞ

Equation 4a gives I with a noise term. Equation 4b gives I

with an offset term from the integer ambiguity. The integer

ambiguity stays constant while the satellite is visible apart

from large and sudden changes called cycle slips. The

offset term of Eq. 4b depends on the integer ambiguity and

stays also constant apart from similar changes. As the

changes of the offset term of Eq. 4b are large and sudden,

they are easily detectable. The offset between cycle slips is

taken as a weighted mean of the differences between the

first and second solutions above, i.e. the value of I is

computed by fitting Eq. 4b into Eq. 4a. The cosecant of the

elevation angles are used for the weights. This way, the

weights are correlated with the signal to noise ratio

(Klobuchar 1996). We are then left with:

P1 � I f�2
1 ¼ P0 þ � ð5aÞ

L1 þ I f�2
1 ¼ P0 þ n1k1 ð5bÞ

Again, Eq. 5a gives P0 with a noise term and Eq. 5b gives

P0 with an offset term. P0 is, as above for I, computed by

fitting Eq. 5b into Eq. 5a with a similar weighted mean.

The uncorrected position is computed using P1.

The other positions are computed from ionosphere-cor-

rected pseudoranges, here called P00, similarly to Eq. 2a:

P00 ¼ P1 � I f�2
1 ð6Þ

The ionospheric delay term I is here calculated using

Eq. 1b, with N the electron concentration from the model

or the map and dl from the ray-path to voxel intersection.

Other delays and biases

The ionosphere-free pseudorange or ionosphere-corrected

pseudorange or uncorrected pseudorange P is itself made
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of other terms : r the geometric range, rs the Sagnac bias,

Dst and Drt the satellite and receiver clock biases, c the

speed of light in vacuum and T/,h the tropospheric delay:

P ’ r þ rs þ cðDrt þ DstÞ þ T/;h ð7aÞ

giving P� ¼ r þ cDrt ’ P� rs � cDst � T/;h ð7bÞ

Equation 7b gives the absolute pseudorange P* to put into

the least squares pseudorange calculation of Eq. 26.

The Sagnac bias rs is given by Ashby and Spilker

(1995), with X
!

the rotation vector of the Earth, S
!

the

position vector of the satellite and R
!

the position vector of

the receiver :

rs ’ c�1 X
!� S
!� R

! ð8Þ

The tropospheric delay T/,h is approximated in Spilker

(1994), taking Tp/2,0 &2.44 m the azimuth delay at sea

level, h the altitude of the receiver and / the elevation

angle of the satellite:

T/;h ’ Tp=2;0
1:0121� e�0:133�10�3 h

sin /þ 0:0121
ð9Þ

The satellite clock bias Ds t is the sum (Kouba and

Héroux 2001) of a satellite-specific error Ds
0t and of the

relativistic effects on satellites with an elliptic orbit Ds
r t,

with S the distance of the satellite to the center of the

reference frame and _S the rate of change of this distance,

from Ashby and Spilker (1995):

cDr
st ¼ 2S _Sc�1 giving : cDst ¼ cD0st þ 2S _Sc�1 ð10Þ

Estimates for each of the satellite-specific errors Ds
0t and

for each of the satellites positions are calculated and made

publicly available by the IGS (Dow et al. 2005). A linear

interpolation from the IGS value gives the satellite-specific

clock bias Ds
0t. The method to interpolate for the position

of the satellite S
!

and to obtain its velocity _S
!

from the IGS

ephemeris is explained in ‘‘Satellite position and velocity’’.

The satellites show a small P1 to P2 bias D1!2
s t: This

gives a different clock bias for each frequency. The IGS

ephemeris contains the satellite clock bias for the dual

frequency. This means that the single frequency clock bias

Ds
1t is offset from the dual frequency clock bias Dst, from

Eqs. 4a and 5a:

D1
s t ¼ Dst þ

f�2
1

f�2
1 � f�2

2

D1!2
s t ð11Þ

Satellite position and velocity

Antenna offsets

The IGS ephemeris gives the position of the center of mass

of the satellites S0 (Kouba and Héroux 2001). The antenna

offsets have been calculated by Schmid et al. (2007).

Horizontal satellite antenna offsets DhS are extremely

complicated to take into account but they are up to

B 279 mm and their impact DR on the range is

DR�R=S� DhS giving DR� 67 mm ð12Þ

so can be neglected. Taking DvS the vertical component of

the antenna offset and S0
!

the position of the center of mass

of the satellites, we have S
!

the position of the antenna

such as:

S
!’ S0 � DvS

S0
S0
!

ð13Þ

Time of transmission and trigonometric interpolation

The IGS ephemeris gives the position of the satellites in the

Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) frame once every

15 min. The precise coordinates of the antenna at the time

of transmission tt must be then be interpolated from sur-

rounding values from the ephemeris and from tt. The time

of transmission tt is contained in the signal data but is not

recorded explicitly in the RINEX file. Trigonometric

interpolation was chosen and an iteration process is also

carried out to find the time of transmission tt.

Interpolation of orbits can be computed using polyno-

mial interpolation or trigonometric interpolation.

Schenewerk (2003) shows that trigonometric interpolation

gives the most accurate results with the least coefficients.

The spline method was found to give results in error of

around 25 m RMS. Trigonometric interpolation with 4

harmonics in the ECEF frame:

S
!’

X4

i¼1

Ai
!

cos iXt þ Bi
!

sin iXt ð14Þ

was found to give the best results with an uncertainty of

around 0.04 m RMS with a maximum of 0.15 m.

The time of transmission can be calculated from tr the

time of reception, which is recorded in the RINEX file, and

from RS :r, the distance from the satellite S to the receiver

R:

tt ¼ tr � c�1r ð15Þ

The range r can be calculated from the coordinates of the

receiver R and from the coordinates of the satellite S. R is

considered to be known, but S is not as it is a function of

the transmission time tt. Therefore, iteration is necessary to

solve for the satellite position S. The speed of approach, i.e.

the rate at which the distance between a satellite and a

receiver changes, is j _rj\800 m s-1. The uncertainty on

the range Dr has an influence on the uncertainty of the

transmission time Dtt:
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Dtt\c�1Dr ð16Þ

and the uncertainty of the transmission time Dtt has itself

an influence on the uncertainty of the range Dr:

Dr ¼ j _rjDtt ð17Þ

Each iteration then multiplies the uncertainty on the range

by c�1j _rj\2:7� 10�6: The computation therefore con-

verges quickly toward the solution.

The range r between a satellite and a receiver is between

20.2 9 106 m and 26.6 9 106 m, or:

r ¼ ð23:4� 3:2Þ � 106 ð18Þ

The aim is to achieve an uncertainty of Dr \ 0.1 m. This

gives the number of iterations required:

lnð0:1=3:2� 106Þ
lnðj _rj=cÞ � 2 ð19Þ

Two iterations are then carried out. They would reduce the

range uncertainty to 3:2� 106 � c= _rð Þ�2\ 3�10�5 m if it

were not for the intrinsic inaccuracy of the interpolation

methods. As trigonometric interpolation was found to be

slow, the first interpolation was carried with a spline, which

was found to be a much faster method. It would reduce the

range uncertainty to 3:2� 106 � c�1 _r\ 9 m if it were not

for the intrinsic limitations of the spline interpolation. It

would therefore require another iteration. It actually redu-

ces the range uncertainty to 25 m RMS. The second

interpolation would reduce the range uncertainty to

25� c�1 _r\ 7�10�5 m RMS which is much smaller than

the intrinsic limitations of the trigonometric interpolation.

Using this approach the satellite position is actually

determined to within 0.15 m.

Satellite velocity

Numerical differentiation is slow because it requires the

computation of two additional interpolations and is also

subject to rounding errors. As an alternative, the coeffi-

cients found in the interpolation of the positions are

multiplied by the derivatives of the trigonometric func-

tions used in the interpolation of the positions, from

Eq. 14:

_S
!
’
X4

i¼1

iX �Ai
!

sin iXt þ Bi
!

cos iXt
� �

ð20Þ

This method is much more accurate and much faster than

numerical differentiation.

The precise velocity and position of the satellite are then

used to calculate the relativistic clock bias of the satellite

Ds
rt, in Eq. 10, and, with the position of the receiver, the

Sagnac bias rs , in Eq. 8.

Least squares

The following section draws from material found in Par-

kinson (1996).

Typically more than four satellites are visible to a

receiver. In this case a least square fit of the solution is

appropriate. For n C 4 satellites, taking a receiver of

position R and a satellite of position Si, with 1 B i B n, the

absolute pseudorange P*
i is:

P�i ¼ cDrt þ ri ð21Þ

Rewriting ri with ri
! the receiver to satellite vector, bri its

unit vector and Si
!

and R
!

the position vectors of the

satellite and the receiver respectively:

ri ¼ bri � ri
!¼ bri � Si

!� R
!� �
¼ bri � Si

!� bri � R
! ð22Þ

gives, from (21) and (22):

P�i ¼ cDrt þ bri � Si
!� bri � R

! ð23aÞ

bri � R
!� cDrt ¼ bri � Si

!� P�i ð23bÞ

Taking ux
ri
; uy

ri
and uz

ri
the components of bri gives G the

matrix of the geometry of the constellation:

G ¼
ux

r1
uy

r1
uz

r1
�1

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

ux
rn

uy
rn

uz
rn
�1

0
B@

1
CA ð24Þ

and the matrix notation of Eq. 23b:

G

x
y
z

cDrt

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

br1 � S1
!� P�1

..

.

brn � Sn
!� P�n

0
B@

1
CA ð25Þ

Taking (GT G)-1G the generalized inverse of G gives the

solution of Eq. 25):

x
y
z

cDrt

0
BB@

1
CCA ’ GT G

� ��1
G

br1 � S1
!� P�1

..

.

brn � Sn
!� P�n

0
B@

1
CA ð26Þ

One issue remains with the solution given in Eq. 26: three

unknowns, x, y and z (the coordinates of the receiver R), are

needed to calculate the components of bri ; on the right side.

Iteration is therefore necessary, with a guessed value for R
!

at the start, but with Si � R even large errors on the

guessed value of R
!

do not greatly affect the accuracy of

bri—see Eq. 22—and therefore neither G. It has been found

that an error of 200 m on one value of R influences the next

value by only about 1 mm. When x, y and z are not known

at all, taking 0 as a start value, i.e. R
!

at the center of the

Earth, and iterating over Eq. 26 four or five times gives the

solution, if there is one, within 1 mm.
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If n [ 5, Eq. 25 is used to check for erroneous pseudo-

ranges from the residual. When an erroneous pseudorange is

found, it is removed and the calculations redone.

Results

Figure 2 shows an example of a tomographic image over

the European region that has been integrated through and

contoured to show the spatial distribution of vertical TEC.

The example has been chosen arbitrarily and is for 12:00

UT on the 13th October 2002. This shows a gradient in the

TEC which increases to the south as would be expected for

this time and location.

Figure 3 shows the diurnal variation of the mean vertical

(a) and horizontal (b) positioning errors for the receiver at

site location GOPE and of their respective 90% percentile,

(c) and (d). Each curve shows positioning error calculated

on a point-by-point basis then averaged (mean) or sorted

(percentile) over all of the points for that hour and for all

the days of this study. The general accuracy is, in

increasing order: uncorrected, Klobuchar, IRI2001, 40 min

forecast, near real-time and dual frequency. It can be seen

by comparing (a) with (b) and (c) with (d) that the majority

of the positioning error caused by the ionosphere impacts

the vertical component rather than the horizontal one.

Figures 4 and 5 show the mean and 90% percentile

positioning errors for the four test sites (see Fig. 1) for all

the days of this study. All four sites show the same order of

increasing accuracy. Comparing the uncorrected results in

each of the four graphs (red curve) the largest errors occur

at midday, with the most northerly site, MAR6, experi-

encing mean values of about 10 m (90% 18 m), the middle

one, GOPE, mean values of about 11 m (90% 20 m) and

the two southerly sites, VILL and ANKR, mean values of

about 13 m (90% 20 m). The Klobuchar model reduces

these errors to mean values of about 4; 3 and 4 m

respectively (90% 10; 9 and 9 m). Interestingly the IRI

model is able to bound all of the errors at mean values of

about 3 m (90% 6 m). This implies that it is compensating

for the ionospheric error for the southerly sites better (in

percentage terms) than those to the north. The MIDAS and
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the 40 minute forecasted MIDAS are able to bound the

error at mean values of around 1.5 m (90% 3 m) and the

dual frequency receiver at mean values of about 0.5 m

(90% 1.5 m) for these real-time positions. MIDAS is

noticeably better for GOPE than for the other sites and this

is likely to be due to the fact that GOPE is in the center of

the image region; thus is it likely that the MIDAS maps are

most accurate where the surrounding distribution of

receivers is good. The mean and 90% percentile position-

ing errors for GOPE are summarized in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows the same as Fig. 4 but for just one day of

the study: 13 October 2002. This day was a geomagneti-

cally quiet day with a Kp of 1.0 to 2.7. The hour-to-hour

variability of the ionosphere is more apparent here from the

uncorrected single frequency positioning errors. The gen-

eral order of the accuracy is similar to the mean results of
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Fig. 4 Average absolute
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Fig. 4. The Klobuchar model performs well on this day

and, like IRI, is bounded at about 5 m. MIDAS is bounded

at around 3 m.

Figure 7 shows the same as Fig. 6 for another day of the

study: 30 October 2003. This day was, over Europe, a

negative geomagnetic storm day, which means the iono-

sphere was greatly depleted. The Kp index was between

4.7 and 9. The uncorrected positioning error is, during the

day, about half of its mean value, showing the negative

effect of the storm. The Klobuchar model performs very

badly on this day, four times worse than its mean value,

reaching above 16 m. Comparing the Klobuchar TEC with

the MIDAS and the dual-frequency values shows the

Klobuchar actually compensated about five times as much

as it should have on this day. The general order of the

accuracy for IRI, MIDAS and dual-frequency is similar to

the mean results of Fig. 4 but there are some points to note.

IRI performs almost as well as MIDAS during the day for

MAR6, the most northerly station. The signal has suffered

from L2 losses of lock on this day and hence the

positioning for the two more northerly sites, MAR6 and

GOPE, is sometimes less accurate on the dual frequency

result. MIDAS (Fig. 8b) shows there were clusters of

strong enhancement over Northern Europe in the evening

explaining attenuation of the GPS signal, especially at the

lower L2 frequency. In comparison, the IRI model

(Fig. 8a) shows an average ionosphere at that time.

Over Europe, the negative storm day of 30 October 2003

was preceded by two days of positive geomagnetic storm,

with the Kp index between 3.0 and 4.7 on the 28 (initial

phase) and between 4.0 and 9.0 on the 29. MIDAS TEC

maps and positioning results at VILL for these two days are

shown on Fig. 9. The uncorrected and dual-frequency

results are similar to the mean results of Fig. 4. A larger

hour-to-hour variability of the ionosphere on the 29 is

shown by the uncorrected single frequency positioning

errors. Klobuchar, IRI and MIDAS positioning errors are

generally twice as high as the mean results. Klobuchar, IRI

and 40 min forecast show particularly strong changes (all

increases but for Klobuchar on the 28) in positioning error

(Fig. 9a) around 11:30 UT on the 28, when the normally

equatorial enhancement extended to most of Europe

(Fig. 9b), and around 19:30 UT on the 29, when the nor-

mally polar depletion extended to most of Europe (Fig. 9c).

Conclusions

In this paper, different methods of correcting for the

ionospheric delay have been compared for 4 stations

Table 1 Day-time positioning errors (m) for GOPE for all the days

of the study

Method Mean 90% Percentile

Uncorrected 11 20

Klobuchar 3 9

IRI 3 6

MIDAS 1.5 3

Dual frequency 0.5 1.5
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around the European region in 2002 and 2003. The first

method uses no correction; the second and third use

respectively the Klobuchar (1987) and International Ref-

erence Ionosphere (IRI) models; the fourth and fifth use

respectively predicted and near real-time images from a

four-dimensional inversion algorithm described by

Mitchell and Spencer (2003), called Multi Instrument Data

Analysis System (MIDAS); the benchmark uses dual-fre-

quency carrier-smoothed corrections. The results were

presented as hourly mean and hourly 90% percentile of the

absolute error. It was shown that, while the Klobuchar and

IRI models compensate for most of the ionospheric delay,

the MIDAS images perform almost as well as the dual-

frequency benchmark. Also, most of the positioning error

comes from the vertical component. Using MIDAS images

gives a position on average within 1.5 m and 90% of the

time within 3 m throughout the day, when the values

during the day are 4 and 10 m for the Klobuchar model

and 3 and 6 m for the IRI model. The horizontal posi-

tioning error is less than 2 m 90% of the time for the

station at the center of the map. MIDAS performs well

even under extreme storm conditions and sometimes even

better than dual-frequency as it is not vulnerable to losses

of lock on the L2 frequency. The 40 min predicted

MIDAS performs almost as well as the near real-time

MIDAS, apart from rare and short periods when the

ionosphere is particularly complex and dynamic. The

greatest errors appear to be for locations at the outset of

the network used for the MIDAS inversion and are prob-

ably due to the lower accuracy of the MIDAS images in

these areas. The area of this study was generally under the

mid-latitude region of the ionosphere. Future work will be

carried out for a region under the equatorial anomaly,

where the (TEC) is much higher.

This study has shown that, in general, the MIDAS

method compensates the ionospheric delay better than the
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Klobuchar or IRI models. It compensates almost as well

as dual-frequency, and sometimes gives an even better

positioning as it is not vulnerable to losses of lock.
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